Build on your Service-Learning experiences

Work with your community organization to craft an internship and take an academic internship course

Explore social justice issues through another service-learning course, such as EXPL 290 or 291 focused on refugee issues

Apply to a LUROP Fellowship, such as the Community Research Fellowship or Social Justice Research Fellowship

Reflect on your community experiences in your learning portfolio

Continue volunteering at the community organization
Build on your ACADEMIC INTERNSHIP experiences

Reflect on your academic internship experiences in your learning portfolio

Take another academic internship course, such as EXPL 390

Experience a different internship at another organization

Explore social justice issues through a service-learning course, such as EXPL 290 or 291 focused on refugee issues

Conduct a research project and apply to a LUROP Fellowship, such as the Community Research Fellowship or Social Justice Research Fellowship
Build on your UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH experiences

Find a research internship and enroll in an academic internship course, such as EXPL 390 or EXPL 391

Find a research experience at a community organization

Connect your research interests to social justice issues via a service-learning course

Reflect on your undergraduate research experiences in your learning portfolio

Apply to a different LUOP Fellowship (variety of 17 different undergraduate research fellowships)